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Statements we keep hearing about that men are only visual

offensive, though minority like attention and find it amusing for

their hidden deep uncontrollable instincts, to surface on, by tak-

and exploring it in depth; why such ill-conduct and behaviour of

inclined creatures and they cannot control themselves. Some had
gone far and claimed that it is women who seduce men and irritate
ing their junk snap selfie shoots on social media, in a provocation

ways and many seems to be just the horny dudes who send their

tiny manhood to women to initiate romance triggers endless lust.

their own reasons, and many more which is not the scope of this

personal review in here. To my mind, I am just raising up the issue
men toward women exist.

Such behaviour could escalate sometimes and get diverted

Some women are just famous and very popular and post their selfie

into something worse unexpectedly. Even some deviated priests

posts, and reward her by their shallow assumptions by sending her

and supposedly well respected, have gone behind their wives, on

in one way or another, especially if she have that tempting toned

beautiful body and thus men would go crazy by such triggering
their hot tip. Obviously, all men kept their brains in their trousers
when it came to women.

The kept yearning question why many men do are just like

that, behaviour in such nuisance way, and send their manpower to
women and in many instances to women they do not know in per-

son and never met, like in the cyber space. There are a number of
reasons why that is happening, and it must be the genetic makeup

and Muslim men, who are supposed to be trusted and respected

scholars, with that long wise beards that they did grow purposely

their high tech tools, and make all sorts of unbelievable things on
the internet to have that thrill unrevealed clandestinely. Then with

the chosen moments unlock that cabins secretly, and the inevitable

happens. It is merely like breathes a new life to their exhausted

manpower, and thus their engine starts up and it is much louder
and sounds angry.

Why men like to undo the buttons of their trousers, and point

of most men.

to that thing they have and expect women to look at. Many women

nology of the internet, men have gone on a fake anonymous profile

are the same and cannot see beyond that tiny floppy piece of a

It should be noted that even nowadays with the advanced tech-

and post their genitals, and watch out the many likes they might

earn, and how many women will be provoked and responded. By
that way, they never been figured out nor caught up. I think personally, women deserve better attitudes and conducts, rather than this

ill conduct and approach, from idiotic psycho-manic cyber men.

do not like that and they question what was so special about that
thing. All men had that thing anyway, but the issue all men brain

flash. They think that thing is something special and they are all so
proud of it though it is ridiculous. They think that their open fly is
precious and every woman expecting that.

On the other hand, men simply always blame women for their

Yet, others would argue, but it just seems that most men brain can-

lack of self-control. They just call women to be shamed and blamed

shallowness, emptiness and disconnectedness from reality.

general explanation always had gone for men to give them the ex-

not process anything just this. Well, I believe this is not proper be-

haviour for whatever reasons. It is just a manic sick attitude depict
In many instances, women encountered such men attitudes on-

line by sending their disgusting genitals. Women always find that

for their own non-sense conduct. Do they think they will impress
women by their private parts revealed as such? In my opinion, the
cuse that they are naturally visual inclined creatures, without self-

control and women are not. So the logic of an argument which is
maybe better for a woman is to cover up in modesty in the public,
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in order, to avoid triggering and provocation of their instinct, and

give it to you by their full consent, and that’s another issue which

even seeing a totally covered women in black, as a hot moving sub-

and show men dominance and arrogance. Even some said that

to receive the full respect. Also, it would spare women lives when a

law is neither existing nor exercised. However, some of those men
ject, provocative and sexy appealing, that would be irresistible. In

that concept, then the issue is with men themselves, and for certain, is not with women.

Of course, its personal issues when it comes to dressing up.

However, the old say, ‘flies fly around honey to suck it up’. I assume
every place has its own people and the followers, and the likes, as
for instance the strippers, belly dancers, and night girls and so on.

So mixing up things is really hideous, uncivilized and unacceptable.

The scientific explanation beyond that attitude explained for

their hormone testosterone shooting up and firing high and in
countries like Libya, the old mantra suggested feeding them ‘cam-

phor’ perhaps to exercise a shutdown of their uncontrollable sexuality.

Men should adopt the self-control of their hungry bodies and

such a behavior should not be tolerated or excused whatsoever, es-

pecially when there is a law in place, enforced, and implemented.
However, in some places, there is a lack of such a law enforcing

thing, and thus men take an advantage for their sick ego to impose
on women seriously. Some women described that part as some-

one dead decayed worm and find it awful and outrage. On the con-

has its solo implication and not again the scope in this personal

view. Some described such selfie as an eye rape which just reflect
when a woman is being nice to a gentle man by little statement,
men misinterpret that kindness and signal it wrongly as it proves

in fact that men brain cannot handle nor process the conveyed message properly. It is really dishearten and sad to learn such attitude
toward the counterpart; women.

Men should differentiate between right and wrong and exercise

self-control and such acts best ignored and disapproved, so they

learn it is unacceptable and uncivilized. Sadly, some men think
women are sex-driven, and can be twisted by such conducts.

I read once in a small novel about Africa, that men have sex in

their mind all the time, as men are supposed to do. This book stated
that science and research proved that average man thought about

his genitals over 60 times a day and even an average man at his

daily chores had all those thoughts in his mind; thoughts of pushing and shoving. Did a man think about sex start to leer, or open
his mouth and show his pink-velvet tongue? That tongue which is
full of all kind of germs. Science also proved that men are slave to

only their genitals and belly. It seems they are preoccupied by those
thoughts all day long.

We humans being, all have the chance to upgrade and have a

trary, the debate had gone in some cases, with some women who

book to read and acquire a new knowledge rather than occupied

school girls, old women and modesty dressed men. So in that case

up our horizon, differently and in a better way. It shapes us to work

find that interesting and to be visual too as men. Also, the debate

raised the issue that men tend as well to send their thing to young
the problem is really with men themselves no matter what. Men

should reconsider when they want to conduct such an act, because
that woman can be a daughter, a sister, a mother and a wife.

Amazingly men mind are formulated differently to perceive

things. I think women should impose a respect to herself by having

an education; a degree to have her independence and self respect
and stand for a cause and a point in her life and not being a tool to

manipulate, copulate or a belonging. A woman should just assume
to look after herself and her kids maybe in certain parts of her life.

Some men have that concept in their ill made brain of that wom-

en asking for it. In that case, men will pay for it or someone will

by non sense. Reading tells us about other life, a new prospect and
liberation to consider. Books can explain humanness to us and open

in pressure and take the challenge to be a better person and have a
meaning in life and to be valued. It merely feeds our mind. It deepens our lives and prospects. It is like travel and exploration the un-

known and taking off those lockers away. Books are brain foods and
it kindles the plenty of storages.

We live in an era of dystopia and the book could be the ideal

solution if we take a close look at.

Infact, we cannot move forward and innovate if one is only con-

tinuing drinking, or eating, or indulging in sex.
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